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Abstract: Authentic science is the sacred science, i.e. through 

strict definition of the science. Only through definition, science 

is people can believe in the truth and worthy of the name is 

selfless, so it is sacrosanct. That's beyond, in heaven and earth, 

no longer have the truth, also there will be no sacred thing. 

Hence, after the definition of science not only lead people to 

truth, moreover, invincible brings you success. No, lead your 

holy! 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Editor's note: In the past without the accurate definition of 

'free kingdom', this paper uses the word of the Freedom 

Kingdom instead of free kingdom. In this paper, with the 

„Datong‟ word is on behalf of: the Great Harmony, Great 

Unity, one world, TATUNG, Daid, utopia, and so on. 

Grand Science Kingdom includes inevitable kingdom and 

Freedom Kingdom. Unlike in the past, inevitable kingdom 

respectively with Freedom Kingdom was defined as follows: 

If the human history so far -- science to obey politics, is 

defined as the inevitable kingdom; so politics obey the science 

of human society, is called the Freedom Kingdom. 

But, so far in human history, there is not inevitable kingdom 

and Freedom Kingdom accurate definition. 

The new science of science research shows that the definition 

of the two kingdoms and does not define the result and 

significance, as well as social function, it is very different. 

This article, it is on the basis of language unified specification 

defines, in depth discussed and summarized objective laws of 

the inevitable kingdom and Freedom Kingdom of the theory 

and practice aspects. 

This kind of guiding significance is lie in, directs and declare 

publicly human beings, to rely on, learning, publicity, research, 

using the theory of new science of science, how to get rid of 

the "inevitable kingdom", exploit the Freedom Kingdom of the 

social theory, and how the operability of the practice of 'the 

Freedom Kingdom' regime, unify the world, achieve Datong -- 

world Datong -- science ideal country -- The only home to 

return to human society! 

So, the new science of science is the highest and largest human 

management science, unity and standardization management of 

all human without exception. 

II. INEVITABLE KINGDOM ANDFREEDOM 

KINGDOM 

A.  About new science of science 

So – called the new science of science that is "the new 

progress in science of science" [3]. New science of science, 

namely science of science in the 21st century, than in the 20th 

century, haves bigger progress in theory and is substantial 

progress. 

So - called the science of science that is the science about the 

science. This is the accurate definition about the science of 

science. 

Science of science must first to the people to answer: what is 

science?! (At least with accurate definition to answer) 

Science of science, and then to the people to answer: what 

some characteristics, contents, methods, science has, mission, 

social function and rules and so on? 

New science of science of the main scientific contribution has 

four: 

First, the new science of science gave out the accurate 

definition of science, as shown in the following. 

Second, take the lead in creating the science of the four 

cardinal principles: "clear concept, accurate definition, 

reasonable logic and strict rules". 

Third, summarized scientific two basic rules: 

Science the first basic rule: don't define equal to don't 

understand, if there is no definition, you have no right to 

speak, so for you choose can only is to learn. 

The second basic rule of science: no time space view, you also 

have no right to speak. 

The reason is simple: you do not have the space-time view in 

public, but you have a hidden space-time view. For example: 

God, Islam, Buddhism, hazy, and so on. 

Use hidden time-space to speak, is a kind of cheating! Not 

allowed in the future. 

Our humanists in the global platform of public opinion, there 

are a wide range of voice; never care about what time space 

view. 

Oh! Your that is inevitable kingdom, up to 2012 years of 

human history. With the issue of new science of science, 

human since 2013 is began the Freedom Kingdom.  

There are a lot of story in the Freedom Kingdom: every 

sentence is the truth, every word in science, welcome friends 

to take charge of or a guest. 

So, in the Freedom Kingdom, there is no time space view you 

have no right to speak. 

But, was born, I have no time space view - someone said. 

You need to learn a concept, such as scientific or other space-

time view, and then you can speak. 

In short, no time space view, science of science down your 

voice. 

Fourth, in  the science of science, there are a lot of academic 

achievements. For example, to create a human grand unified 

philosophy - the truth philosophy; Created the lingua franca of 
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Datong world and global universal "Grand Science 

Dictionary"and so on. 

B. The disadvantage of science of science in the 20th century 

In 1939 Bernal (British) with an article “social function of the 

science", won the authority laurel of of the science of science 

in the 20th century. 

But, still J.D.Bernal (English), in the later in "Science in 

History" [1] concluded that: "science is not a fixed can be 

defined once and for all the single one". Still later, in 1965, 

when held the 11th international conference on the history of 

science, J.D.Bernal (English) delivered his opening speech at 

the meeting, entitled "on the road to the science of science" [2] 

said, for science or the science of science, "we also have no 

need to do a strict definition". 

The above has shown that: J.D.Bernal (English) doesn't define 

science. 

Then, according to the new science of science requirement, has 

shown that he doesn't understand science. 

J.D.Bernal‟s"scientific social function” is so so, inevitable 

specious and invalid. 

Humans came to the 21st century; the social function of new 

science of science has made remarkable progress, as follows: 

C. The social function of the new science of science 

The social function 1: science unified standard to manage the 

(global) politics 

The social function 2: science can close global all ruler firmly 

into iron cage 

The social function 3: science to unify and standardize global 

language and words 

The social function 4: science by theory for testing the truth 

The social function 5: science creates the universe space-time 

view 

The social function 6: science to unify and standardize the 

management of philosophy 

The social function 7: science to unify and standardize the 

management of the natural sciences 

The social function 8: science to create human thought and 

doctrine of the grand view garden 

The social function 9: science to structure human society the 

highest productivity 

The social function 10: science to create human happiness 

ideal country -- science Datong -- Freedom Kingdom -- the 

only home to return to human society 

1. Therelationship of Science and politics 

In the inevitable kingdom, due to the „science and „politics‟ are 

not accurate definition, so the logic of science obey politics is 

established; but to the Freedom Kingdom, due to the accurate 

definition, the logic of politics obey science is set up. 

2. The world philosophy first paradox 

After all, science is subject to politics or politics obedience 

science?! -- This is the world first paradox of philosophy. 

If yes, almost all of the answer will be: science to obey the 

politics. 

Furthermore replies: science is to serve proletarian politics, 

and a good service. 

However, took almost everyone by surprise, science answer 

will be completely opposite: politics must conscientiously 

obey and serve the science, shall not be any mistake. 

Thus in the human philosophy, there is the unprecedented 

problem -- the world philosophy first paradox: after all, 

science is subject to politics or politics obey science?! 

This paradox is like hang a interlink lock at paradise's big 

door. Who can unlock paradise lock, naturally who can enter 

heavenly nice new life? 

The study of new science of science shows that the following 

three conditions all can't open the paradise lock: 

The first kind of circumstance: all humanity philosophy, 

without exception, all can't open paradise lock. 

Some people don't believe it? Try your philosophy! 

The second case: all activities for all of humanity, including 

past, present and future activities, are all helplessness -- to 

open the heaven lock. 

So, practice - sole theory of the countenance go toward where 

put?! 

The third kind of circumstance: A-Q is afraid of unlock, 

because from now on will be cut off revolutionary slogans 

livelihood. 

But the new science of science, using of science and 

technology -- the first productive force, open the heaven lock, 

like flick the wrist and supinate to be as easy: 

If your science to obey the politics, this suggests that: 

First, you politics will be certainly not science! 

What does that mean unscientific politics? 

-- Ignorance and barbarism, the fuck is that ignorance! 

Second, at least you don't understand the science, is the eternal 

truth and sacred science! 

Don't believe it? How would you define science? 

To definite the science, is your academics‟ things! -- Some 

people say that. 

That --, are you eat cooked rice? 

Third, you can't avert suspicion "devils – traitors logic". 

What is "devils - traitors logic"？ 

Please see the movie: bong...bong...folks listen up...imperial 

army this time into the village...East Asia co-

prosperity...bong...bong... 

Stripling is no experience, impossibly to understand this -- 

film. 

Old faction, will understand, this is called the "devils - traitors 

logic"! 

If your politics to obey science, not only shows that your 

politics is scientific, also shows your the spiritual civilization 

is Global One. 

"Spiritual civilization Global One", this will be the human a 

cross-century systems engineering subject. 
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"Spiritual civilization Global One", also will be human 

Freedom Kingdom -- Datong world of leaders‟the preferred 

characteristic. 

It is sad, inevitable kingdom -- the real world, those people, 

windbaggary "spiritual civilization", have no idea to unlock, 

whether on the streets in human long history performs, chaos 

Chegal (Chinese), ocean's eleven by a trick -- the skit?! 

Seemed in this world, only his mother and father gives her a 

selfless head, and as well grows out a civilization spirit of 

face! 

-- Slowly open eyes and slowly closed again, Lu xun (Chinese) 

and said. 

With "the new progress in science of science"[3], published at 

home and abroad, has shown that, „inevitable kingdom‟ -- 

"science to obey politics", that is up to 2012 years of human 

history, has already gone for ever. 

Since 2013 the human started the Freedom Kingdom -- a new 

social form, in which human society of the politics to obey 

science, from then on, humans started a new historical course. 

So, "science obeys politics" is the classic philosophy false 

proposition. In the Freedom Kingdom, people have to put an 

end to this statement. Instead of the statement is, politics must 

be honestly, exactitude, obey and service the science, can not 

have slightest mistake. 

The reason is very simple, obeys the science, once has any 

mistakes and „politics‟ immediately becomes a „rule‟. 

So „politics and „rule‟ is completely different philosophical 

concepts, should not be mixed. 

3. Science to unify global language 

Thorough research shows that all human languages, historical 

reasons, without scientific and unified standard definition, 

logic itself is a vicious circle: "black is white, "good is bad, 

"revolution is counter-revolutionary "corruption is clean 

"science is also pseudoscience "relative is absolutely "the truth 

is fallacy" and so on logic is generally set up. So, this world 

there is no objective truth. All are, as long as you had a mouth, 

it is two layers of skin, how do you say how are right, strength 

is the commander in chief, fist‟s lie is the truth. -- This is the 

inevitable kingdom -- So far of the human history. 

For example, people often say "science", because there is no 

definition, so is a pseudoscience, so, the logic of science is also 

pseudoscience formed naturally. So it's not hard to conclusion, 

inevitable kingdom there is no science at all. Also so, human 

everything is the question! 

Again, for example, the black is a kind of white, so black is 

white logic is also established. And so on… 

Because of all human languages are generally a vicious cycle, 

all cannot be used to accurately describe science and truth, so 

you must create a global universal language, this is the unified 

global language. This kind oflanguage, logic itself is no longer 

a vicious cycle, thus it can be used to accurately describe 

science and truth. 

Worth celebrating, this global universal language -- Datong 

lingua franca of the world, has been performed by new science 

to create. 

4. Datong lingua franca of the world 

In order to unify the global language, human predecessors 

have created hundreds of international artificial language. 

But the new science of science research shows that hundreds 

of artificial language, including Esperanto, didn't do it "sound-

shape-meaning" three unification and therefore all cannot be 

global universal. For example, a United Nations use Espranto 

written document, let 200 countries for translation, there will 

be 202 kinds of translation results. Among them, there is a 

result of God; also because some countries are two systems, 

there will be two kinds of results. Just because of these 

artificial languages, such as Esperanto, not realize unification 

of „meaning‟. 

Datong lingua franca, however, because already take the lead 

to achieve the "sound-shape-meaning" three unification 

necessarily can be global universal. Such a United Nations 

document and also let 200 countries for translation, the 

translation result will be exactly alike. 

So the Datong lingua franca of the world inevitably is global 

universal and successfully unified language around the world. 

The text sample of Datong lingua franca of the world as 

follow: 

Here is the Chinese song is expressed by the Datong lingua 

franca of the world "volunteer march" lyrics: 

 

5. “Grand Science Dctionary” 

Datong lingua franca of the world can be global universal, just 

because in the world take the lead to achieve "sound-shape-

meaning" three unifications especially realizes the unity of 

„meaning‟. 

The new science of science research shows that, the unity of 

„meaning‟ is determined by the "Grand Science Dictionary" 

only. "Grand Science Dctonary" is global universal dictionary 

is different with the rest of the world. 

"Grand Science Dictionary" also called "Datong Science 

Dictionary". 

Worth people rejoice again, "Grand Science Dctonary" i.e. 

"Datong Science Dictionary"of the manuscript has been 

completed by new science compilation. According to the June 

2012 edition of "the modern Chinese dictionary (6th edition)", 

included 13000 individual characters, 69000 words entry. 

6. The creation of the "Grand Science Dctionary" 

"Grand Science Dictionary" can be global universal, but the 

"Grand Science Dictionary" creation is very not easy. To be 
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sure, there is no level of the science of science in the new 

century no one could create "Grand Science Dictionary". 

"Datong science dictionary" has three aspects of senior 

technical characteristics. Ordinary scholars could not attain the 

following three aspects of the technical characteristics: 

The first characteristic: surpass the political and religious 

prejudice of the countries of the world, and worldly wise of the 

local condition customs of the peoples. 

Second characteristic: cover the political and religious ideas of 

the countries of the world, and habitude of the local conditions 

and customs of the peoples 

The third feature: cover and transcend the various countries in 

the world dictionary. 

7. Compile "Grand Science Dictionary" 

In addition to the advanced technical features, "Grand 

Dictionary" compilation itself is huge system engineering. So, 

there will be some difficulties in work. But as long as caught 

the „key link‟, the problem will be a lucid exposition of an 

outline. 

The new science of science research shows that the key links 

of language are the "five big king kong". The “five big king 

kong" is: „science,‟truth,‟philosophy, „politics and „rule‟.  

As long as the five big king kong definition is accurate, allthe 

rest of the language specification defines, all is very easy. 

8. Five Big King Kong of the standard definition 

1) The science of definition: 

Science definition: objectively reveal nature, including human 

beings themselves and its society, of the inherent law of 

essence, through "Grand Science Dictionary" unified 

specification to define, the language and words, is the science. 

Note: this definition highlights, science is originally language 

and words, no languages, no science. Your dim moonlight 

subjective thoughts (some knowledge of what the system), is 

not science. So, science is a thing after human languages. 

Before people have a language, there can be a technology, for 

example, monkeys have to climb trees technology, and cats 

have to catch mice technology, and so on. 

Some people say, before humans have a language, the earth is 

in turn! 

So, could you please tell me, "the earth in turn" is come out of 

your mouth, or from out of the donkey tail root? 

If yes, the answer is yes: that from the donkey tail root come 

out is the donkey manure ball, although also can turn, but not 

the earth. 

This kind of person because ideology malignant death cycle, 

already do not know: once "the earth in turn" came out from 

his mouth, it already is the languages! 

2) The truth definition 

There are two definition of the truth: 

The first definition of the truth: the science is the truth. 

The second definition of the truth: the eternal, absolute 

established and effective logic (philosophy) proposition (that is 

the effective logical language sentence), is the truth. 

Comment a: although the two kinds of definition expression is 

different, But essence meaning identical. 

Comment b: only after accurate to define science, "science is 

the truth" logic can effectively established. 

3) The four basic attributes of science and the truth 

Science and the truth all possess four basic attributes: 

The first attribute -- immutability: all science and the truth is 

established in the eternal, in the past / present / future all were 

established, science and the truth, once found are all 

invariability. 

The inference I: every development and changes of things, all 

are neither scientific nor the truth. 

The second attribute -- absoluteness: all science and the truth 

must be absolute eternal only set up. and not as time, location, 

position, angle, view, and change. 

The inference II: anything not eternal absolute only set up, and 

any theory of relativity, both are likely to be science and can 

not be the truth. 

Editor's note: visible, Einstein's theory of relativity as well as 

the philosophical theory of relativity is neither science nor the 

truth, is an authentic pseudoscience.  

The third attribute -- objectivity: all science and the truth is 

objective set up, do not include and exclude anyone's 

subjective will. 

The inference III: Anyone's subjective will, no matter how 

glorious thought, how brilliant doctrine, how pious belief, 

thinking consciousness how deep and euphemism, both neither 

is science nor the truth, more not a philosophy. 

Only through definition, science and philosophy is people 

reliable the truth, and be worthy of the name. Therefore is 

inviolable. 

That's beyond, in the heaven and earth, there will be no the 

truth, also there will be no sacred things. 

Academically, science divides the man's subjective will into 

"weak, medium, strong" level 3. 

The weak level of subjective will, For example: ”geocentric 

theory”, "heliocentric theory", and so on, all reflects people 

subjective will of the weak level. 

Medium subjective will, For example: "theory of relativity, 

"epistemology" and so on, all reflects people medium 

subjective will. 

Strong subjective wills, For example, "idealism, "materialism" 

and so on, all reflect people subjective will of strong level. 

Science of science clearly defined, man's subjective will, 

regardless of the weak, of the medium or of the strong level, 

all are not in the realm of science, thus a pseudoscience. 

The fourth attribute -- supra - class: all science and the truth is 

supra - class, and then without class nature. The existence of 

science and the truth is not dependent on any class existence 

and objective existence; also not rely on any class's subjective 

will and then transfer. 

The inference IV: so, anything with class nature, without 

exception, neither is science, nor the truth, more not a 

philosophy. 

So visible, about Marxism, „ism‟ is a typical people not only 

strong subjective will, and openly declared with a class nature, 

so, this kind of „ism‟ is neither scientific, nor the truth, more 

not a philosophy. 
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4) Philosophical definition 

The so - called philosophy is about the truth of a science 

(knowledge). 

So it's not hard to deduce, the any, don't look for or can't find 

the truth, „philosophy‟, all are give dogs wear snaffle -- 

random tighten! (给狗代嚼子--胡勒) 

It is clear that inevitable kingdom‟s philosophy -- existing 

human philosophy, all is so. therefore, the end of inevitable 

kingdom philosophy has come to. 

5) Political definition 

Politics is the management of people, also. 

Editor's note: this definition is given by China Sun Wen. 

So, human only deserve to be called politician is the Sun Wen. 

That's beyond, humans per - existing any ruler, without 

exception, no matter Bagus Flyer, generation tianjiao or best 

generationof unique person, at best, all can only be the long 

history physiognomist, They are carrying on their back 

medicine gourd respective, and respectively operate a suit of 

punching and kicking -- very can be said to be warlock. 

6) Political three natural attributes 

New science of science of research shows that politics has 

three nature attribute: 

The first attribute -- scientificity: this is the chiefly attribute of 

politics. The management of the people should first pay 

attention to science, rather than the others: what thoughts, what 

creed or doctrine. 

Politics to pay attention to science is called the scientific 

politics, don't pay attention to science the politics is not 

scientific politics. 

What meaning is unscientific politics? -- Ignorance and 

barbarism! After all it is ignorance! 

The second attribute -- artistry: all political leaders have art of 

leadership, this is a political artistry. 

The third attribute -- democracy: if and only if, when science is 

not clear the specification of the provisions, management of 

people can take the form democracy: for example, "the 

referendum, "the secret ballot" or to use the "lottery" way. 

Oh, the democracy is originally to hide in here! 

7) Rule definition 

Rule: using preconceived some ideology, ideas or doctrine 

(include ism), to implement mandatory uniform management 

to the people, is called the rule. 

8) The rule of three natural attributes 

New science of science of the research also suggests that „rule‟ 

also has three natural attributes: 

The first attribute -- non-scientific: rulers, primary care about 

people unconditional obedience, regardless of the science or 

not, this is called the public management of non-scientific 

nature 

The second attribute -- power tactics peculiarity: any ruler has 

corresponding governance power tactics. 

The third attribute -- dictatorship peculiarity: a person in 

charge let no different opinion. 

9) The creation of "Grand Science Dictionary" 

The above "five big king Kong" and all other language and 

words of the unified specification defines included in a folder, 

this folder is the "Grand Science Dictionary". 

"Grand Science Dictionary" i.e. the "Datong science 

dictionary", according to the June 2012 edition of "the modern 

Chinese dictionary (6th edition)", included 13000 individual 

characters, 69000words entry, has been completed by science 

of science manuscript. 

D. The inspectability of the science of science 

Because of the first, science has the strict definition; second, 

the science has the fourcardinal principles; third, science has 

the basic rules, so new science has the inspectability: Theory 

testing science / truth / philosophy -- this is the sole criterion 

for testing science / truth / philosophy -- useless through 

practice of inspection link prior inspection science / truth / 

philosophy -- useless to surface inspection corrupt official 

corruption in advance! 

So, science of science is to test you: 

Is, true / fake servants of knocking at the door of the brick; the 

touchstone of test for the public or the private; Revolution or 

counter-revolutionary natural watershed; shine on a demon 

mirror also never fade -- all sorts of bad characters is 

immediately show oneself in one's true colours! 

Science of science is not only testing anyone of any theory 

beforehand, and prior inspect anyone's behavior and every day. 

Without exception! 

So so, science of science can close the global rulers firmly to 

the iron cage, only allow them to behave, they were not 

allowed be unruly in word or deed. 

 

E. Science of science unified and standardized to manage 

mankind philosophy 

From the philosophy of the 28th world conference grouping 

title, it can be seen that there is only one topic "Datong world" 

conforms to the philosophical content; the rest of the 98 title is 

full of pseudoscience, so all are fake philosophy! 

Why is that? 

Very simple, new science of science hasinspection ability, test 

you beforehand, science or pseudoscience? True or false 

philosophy! 

This suggests that human philosophy has very messy, very 

need science to standardized management and consolidation. 

Deserves your lucky once again, human grand unified 

philosophy [5] -- “truth philosophy”, has been performed by 

new science of science to create.  

Now the introduction of the method and process of necessary 

to create grand unified philosophy: 

First, human want to have a global universal language. The 

reason is very simple, human existing language of logic itself 

is a vicious cycle, cannot be used to accurately describe the 

science truth and philosophy. 

Second, you must be familiar with the theory of the science of 

science. 

Third, you must abandon anyone, including your, his, 

subjective will. The reason is very simple, determined by the 

objectivity: science truth and philosophy are not included and 
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exclude anyone's subjective will. Anyone's subjective will, no 

matter how glorious your thoughts; doctrine is how 

brilliant;belief how pious; mind how deep and euphemism, 

neither science, nor truth, more not is philosophy. 

Sadly, almost all the people can't do! So the human philosophy 

is a mess now. 

As a first step, create a grand unified philosophy need to create 

the universe/world existence axioms. The new science of 

science research shows that, not only the philosophy and all of 

the independent science, need to create the exist axiom at the 

very start. 

The second step to create a grand unified philosophy is to 

create the space-time view. 

Create space-time view should be the task of physics! -- Some 

people say that. 

This kind of person just is inevitable kingdom to a vicious 

cycle of a typical ideology. 

The new science of science go deep into research shows that, 

physical science [4] professional task is to study matter 

movement -- apply time space view. However, create original 

space-time view, should be the wisdom of philosophers. 

Human so far, there is no real philosophy, precisely because 

they have no real philosopher. 

Worth people rejoice again, the original time space view [5], 

have also been performed by science of science to create. 

The third step is to give human found, find the truth. 

Because of philosophy is in regard to the truth of a science. 

Philosophers could wantonly promote your wisdom, after 

create space-time view, looking for the truth to human being. 

Sadly, all philosophy scholars are racking their brains, hard 

develop their epistemology and methodology. All Don't know 

in any of epistemology and methodology is no philosophy.   

F. Science to create human thought and doctrine of the 

grand view garden 

Since any thoughts, doctrines, epistemology, methodology, is 

neither scientific nor the truth more not philosophy, so, they 

are put into the science of the grand view garden by new 

science of science, and are only for people to enjoy the sight 

of. 

 

G. Science structure human society of the highest 

productivity 

The new science of science study, science, only science, can 

construct the human society the highest productivity. 

By contrast, human has all economists, is to serve a political 

tool, completely unable to construct the highest productivity. 

III. SCINECE CREATE HUMAN  HAPPINESSIDAEL 

COUNTRY 

The new science of science conclusion: despite the world 

amidst the winds of change, but they are unified after all. 

Unified world of the logic method has two, and there are only 

two: one way is to force uniform, the other is a cultural unity. 

Though there is a possibility, dominant country or strongman, 

using force unified global, but after unification inevitable carry 

out dictatorship. So this regime is not long. 

So the unified global is actually only one possibility, this is to 

use the cultural unity global. 

By culture unified global, namely science unifies all over the 

world. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Science unifies the world, that is, create science ideal country, 

namely science Datong -- Freedom Kingdom -- the only home 

to human society! 

The new science conclusion: as long as the scholars take the 

lead in awakening, to save humanity, unify the world, realize 

the Datong, ten years is too long, seize every minute! 

So work hard, my friend!! Datong world in waved to you. 
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